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Abstract
We propose a new scheme for authenticating streamed
data delivered in real-time over an insecure network. The
difficulty of signing live streams is twofold. First, authentication must be efficient so the stream can be processed
without delay. Secondly, authentication must be possible
even if some packets in the sequence are missing. Streams
of audio or video provide a good example. They must be
processed in real-time and are commonly exchanged over
UDP, with no guarantee that every packet will be delivered. Existing solutions to the problem of signing streams
have been designed to resist worst-case packet loss. In
practice however, network loss is not malicious but occurs
in patterns of consecutive packets known as bursts. Based
on this realistic model of network loss, we propose an
authentication scheme for streams which achieves better
performance as well as much lower communication overhead than existing solutions. We have implemented our
constructions as plug-ins to the RealSystem platform from
Real Networks to authenticate audio and video streams.
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1. Introduction
Video and audio documents are delivered over a network as a continuous sequence of packets (a stream.) We
would like a signature scheme that allows two parties to
exchange a stream with guarantees of integrity and nonrepudiation. Consider a radio station broadcasting over
the Internet. It is important to listeners to have guarantees
that the audio stream they receive was generated by the
station. It is equally important to the station that only content it generated be attributed to it. For example, malicious
parties should be prevented from injecting commercials or
offensive material into the stream.
There are two issues to consider when signing streams.
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On the one hand, the signature scheme must be efficient
enough to permit authentication on the fly without introducing delays. On the other hand, the signature scheme
must be robust enough that authentication remains possible even if some packets are lost.
The naive solution to authenticate a stream is to sign
each packet in the stream individually. The receiver
checks the signatures of packets as they arrive and stops
processing the stream immediately if an invalid signature
is discovered. Immediate authentication is possible, but
the computational load on both the sender and the receiver
is too great to make this approach practical.
A more efficient solution is proposed in [4] by Gennaro
and Rohatgi. They observe that one-time signatures can
be used in combination with a single digital signature to
authenticate a sequence of packets. Each packet carries a
public-key, which is used in a one-time signature scheme
to sign the following packet. Only the first packet needs to
be signed with a regular digital signature. Since one-time
signatures are an order of magnitude faster to apply than
digital signatures, and can also be verified somewhat more
efficiently, this solution offers a significant improvement
in execution speed.
However, there is a major difficulty with this approach.
Recall that audio and video streams are sent using UDP,
which provides only ”best-effort” service and does not
guarantee that all packets will be delivered. If a packet
is missing, the authentication chain is broken and subsequent packets can not be authenticated. (Another problem
is that one-time signatures incur a substantial communication overhead1.)
Let us examine the issue of packet loss in more detail.
If a sequence is received incomplete, we would still like
to be able to authenticate all the packets that were not
lost. This defines resistance to loss in a strong sense: a
packet is either lost or authenticable. A weaker alternative would allow a few packets to be received unauthenticated in case of packet loss. We offer two justifications
1 We

give a more complete survey in section .

for adopting the strong definition. First, it is essential for
some applications that only authenticated content be received. Consider a stream that delivers stock quotes in
real time. While it might be acceptable to lose a quote, we
must ensure that only authenticated quotes are ever displayed. Secondly, our constructions which resist loss in
the strong sense can easily be adapted to the weaker notion of resistance.
Existing authentication schemes that resist packet loss
have been designed to resist worst-case packet loss. Any
number of packets may be lost anywhere in the sequence,
without interfering with the receiver’s ability to authenticate the packets that arrived. Studies conducted on packet
loss in UDP suggest that resisting worst-case packet loss
is an overkill. The focus should be instead on resisting
random packet loss. We will show how that leads to much
more efficient constructions.
Since packet loss on the network is not malicious,
it is natural to analyze the patterns of loss and design
our authentication schemes accordingly. In [6], Paxson
shows that on the Internet consecutive packets tend to
get lost together in a burst. We adopt this model and
propose authentication schemes designed to resist bursty
loss. Specifically, our goal is to maximize the size of the
longest single burst of loss that our authenticated streams
can withstand. Of course, this is not to say that our constructions resist only a single burst. As will be clear, once
a few packets have been received after a burst, our scheme
recovers and is ready to maintain authentication even if
further loss occurs.
In the next section, we will give a brief overview of
related work. In section 3, we present our authentication scheme, which is constructed to take advantage of the
burst model of packet loss suggested by Paxson. We show
that our solution is efficient both in terms of computation
and communication overhead. In section 4 we prove that
our scheme is optimal given certain constraints. In section
5, we argue that the model used to evaluate our authentication scheme is robust, in the sense that our schemes
remain close to optimal even under slightly different assumptions. Finally, we discuss the implementation of our
constructions in the last section.

2. Related work
The computational bottleneck of an authentication
scheme is the signing operation. Digital signatures are
expensive to generate and verify. As a rule of thumb, a
desktop making full use of its CPU can process on the
order of
DSA signatures [5] per second. There are
two complementary approaches to improving efficiency:
designing faster signature schemes and amortizing each
signing operation by making use of a single digital signature to authenticate several packets. We will review in

turn these two approaches.
A variety of generic techniques exist for speeding up
signatures. For example, a small public key reduces work
for the verifier. The Chinese Remainder Theorem makes
fast “divide and conquer” computations possible. Finally, time/memory trade-offs are possible with precomputation. Using a combination of these techniques, Wong
and Lam propose in [9] an optimized version of the FeigeFiat-Shamir signature scheme [2, 3]. This optimization
achieves verification rates comparable to RSA with small
exponent, while signing is twice as fast as DSA. The same
paper introduces “adjustable and incremental” signatures,
i.e. signatures that can be verified at different levels of
confidence depending on the resources available to the
verifier.
One-time (or k-time) signature schemes (OTS) offer a
significant speed-up over regular signatures. In [4], Gennaro and Rohatgi propose a hybrid scheme, in which a
single digital signature is used to initiate a chain of OTS.
The drawback of OTS is that their size is proportional to
the number of bits of the quantity being signed. A OTS
computed on a message hashed with SHA-1 is on the order of
bytes. An approach to make OTS smaller is to
reduce the size of the message hash. In [8], Rohatgi shows
how this can be done without reducing security. The idea
is to hash the message with a family of Target Collision
Resistant (TCR) hash functions. A TCR family of
keyed -bit hash functions offers with only
bits the
same security as a single
-bit hash function, because
a birthday attack on the family is
times harder. The
scheme proposed in [8] achieves 300 bytes per signature
for 1000 signatures per second.
Let us now turn to solutions which amortize each digital signature over several packets. In [9], Wong and Lam
propose buffering packets into groups. A single signature is computed for each group on some function of
all the hashes of the packets. In addition to this common
signature, each packet carries some ancillary information
from which the value can be recovered. This allows
each packet to be verified independently of the others. In
the simplest setting, the hashes of all the packets in the
group are concatenated into a string, and is a hash of this
string. The ancillary information consists of the hashes of
all the other packets. A variant uses a binary tree to reduce
the size of the ancillary information. The hashes of packets are placed at the leaves of the tree, while inner nodes
contain a hash of the concatenated values of their children.
To be verifiable, each packet need only include the values
of the siblings of the nodes along the path to the root.
Another variation on the same scheme uses the efficient
k-time signature of [8] which was introduced above. Instead of a hash, we sign a public-key for a k-time signature scheme at the root of the tree. An instance of this

signature is used for each packet. The communication
overhead per packet is higher, but unlike the proposal of
Wong and Lam, this variant does not require to buffer
packets into groups before sending them. The original
scheme and these variants are reasonably fast and resistant to packet loss in the worst-case. There is a trade-off
between efficiency (many packets per group) and communication overhead (more ancillary information).
Finally, Perrig et all propose in [7] two efficient solutions to the problem of authenticating streams in a lossy
environment. In the first scheme (TESLA,) packets are
authenticated with MACs. The MAC keys are disclosed
after a certain time interval, to enable verification. The
delay before disclosure is chosen long enough to ensure
that the keys can no longer be used to corrupt packets.
TESLA is highly efficient and versatile, but it requires the
ability to synchronize the clocks of the sender and the receiver within some margin. The second scheme (EMSS,)
uses one-way hashes in combination with digital signatures to achieve authentication, following an idea introduced in [4]. To resist loss, the hash of each packet is
stored in multiple locations (we use a similar strategy.)
EMSS proposes to choose these locations at random, and
provides probabilistic guarantees that a packet can be authenticated given a certain amount of loss in the stream.
In contrast, our constructions are deterministic (thus possibly easier to implement,) and optimized to resist bursty
loss.

3. Our scheme
We consider a stream exchanged between a sender and a
receiver over an insecure, unreliable channel such as UDP.
Lost packets are not retransmitted, and packets may arrive
out of order. We make the assumption that loss occurs
in bursts. A burst starts at a location randomly chosen in
the sequence and lasts for a randomly chosen number of
packets.
Our approach to signing the stream follows an idea introduced in [4]. We use a combination of one-way hashes
and digital signatures to authenticate packets. The idea is
as follows: if a collision-resistant hash of packet
is appended to packet
before signing , then the signature
on
guarantees the authenticity of both
and .
More generally, a packet
can be authenticated as
long as there exists a sequence of packets
such
that: the hash of
is appended to , whose hash is in
turn appended to , etc, and the last packet
is signed.
We divide the stream into sequences of packets. A sequence may consist of anywhere between a few hundred
and a few thousand packets. From now on, we restrict
ourselves to the problem of authenticating one sequence,
the last packet of which is signed. We study where to append the hashes of packets within the sequence to provide

optimal resistance to bursty loss.
Throughout the paper, we make use of the following
notations:
: the number of packets buffered on the sender side
before transmission. For a stream broadcast strictly
in real-time,
. In most applications we expect
some buffering, and thus is usually a small integer.
: the capacity of the buffer that the sender uses to
store packet hashes. is the average number of items
present in the buffer.
: the maximum number of hashes that may be appended to a packet.
is the average number of
hashes appended to a packet.
Likewise, we consider that the receiver has a packet
buffer and a hash buffer to process the stream. On the
receiver side however, the packet buffer only serves to restore the order of the packets as they arrive. A packet is
considered lost if it is not received by the time the buffer is
full. We thus ignore the packet buffer for the receiver and
assume that a packet is either considered lost or arrives in
order.
We represent a sequence of packets
by a
directed acyclic graph. Only the last node
is signed.
A directed edge from
to
indicates that the hash of
packet has been appended to packet . The graph may
not contain a cycle (so in particular
), but there is no
requirement that
. The sequence is fully authenticable if there exists at least one directed path from every
node to the last signed node.
We are not concerned with the possible loss of the signature packet. For one thing, if the number of packets per
sequence is large enough, it is highly unlikely that the signature packet will be lost. In any case, it is always possible
to transmit multiple copies of the signature.
Two parties must agree on an authentication scheme to
exchange sequences of any length. This scheme specifies
where hashes should be appended in a sequence of packets. Using our graph representation, we define a scheme
as a function:
where
is a directed acyclic
graph on a set of nodes, or more. (We allow padding
with dummy packets.)
We require that the sequence
be generated and
verified in the following way. The sender computes all
the hashes that need to be appended to the first packet to
be sent. This may trigger recursive hash computations.
For example, if the hashes of packets and must be appended to packet , the sender has to compute these hashes
first. This can not be done until the hashes that must be
appended to packets and respectively have themselves
been computed. Since there are no cycles in the graph,
these recursive calls eventually come to an end. The first

packet is then ready to be sent, and the operation is repeated with the next packet. Of course, packet hashes are
computed only once, and then buffered in memory until
they are no longer needed.
The receiver verifies a sequence in much the same way.
Each time a packet arrives, the hashes found appended to
it are buffered. They are kept in memory until the packet
they authenticate has arrived or been lost. We define:
: the buffer capacity neeeded by the receiver to
validate any sequence of packets.
: the capacity sufficient to validate sequences for
which no packet was lost.
A scheme is periodic of period
if the following
two properties hold:
The function is piece-wise constant over intervals
of length .
There exists
such that for all
,
is obtained by prepending to
itself the first nodes of
along with the edges coming out of them (see Figure
).

N times

Figure 1. A periodic scheme of period
Finally, we define
as the largest integer such
that
a burst of length starting at packet
leaves the rest of the sequence (
) fully
authenticable.
We extend this definition to a periodic scheme :
where the minimum is taken over
a period of .
where the average is taken over a
period of .

3.1. Our solution in the case
buffering on the server side)

(no packet

This simple case is of practical importance and introduces the basic building block for our generic construction. We propose a family of schemes
, parametrized
by the integer variable .
is a periodic authentication
scheme of period defined as follows: the hash of packet

is appended to two other packets:
and
.
The last node
is signed. We call
a chain of strength
.

Figure 2. The authentication chain
Characteristics of these schemes: This family of
schemes is well-defined: all the
are acyclic. The
maximum number of hashes appended to any packet (denoted ), and the average number of hashes appended to
a packet ( ) are both equal to .
Sender: Chain
can be executed by a sender who
buffers
packet and has a hash buffer of capacity
.
Receiver: If no packets are lost, the hash of packet can
always be verified when
arrives and then discarded.
Therefore
. After a burst of loss, the only extra
hash to remember is that of the packet immediately preceding the burst, and so
.
Resistance to Loss:
It is not hard to convince oneself that bursts of length up to
do not disconnect any packet from the signature. We
will prove in the next section that chain
is optimally
resistant to bursty loss among all the schemes that can be
executed by a sender who buffers packet and has a hash
buffer of size
. Intuitively,
resists loss because it
stores packet hashes in locations as far apart as the size of
the sender hash buffer allows.

3.2. The generic construction for
When the sender buffers
packets, it becomes possible to append the hash of a packet to one that precedes it.
In fact, with a buffer of size , we may append to a packet
any of the hashes of the next
packets.
The constructions we propose are extensions of chains.
We introduce
additional packets between those of the
original chain
to create augmented chain
. We will
soon discuss how to link these new packets to integrate
them in the authenticated sequence.
We start with a simple example (see Figure ) to show
how to augment chain
when
or
. We
number the newly inserted packets with integers, and use
letters for the packets of the original chain. The drawing at
the top of figure corresponds to the case
(a single
additional packet between packets of the original chain.)
We have represented both the newly inserted edges, and
those belonging to the original chain. For
(two new
packets between those of the original chain,) we have only

shown the new packets ( and ) and the new edges to be
inserted between the packets of the original chain.
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Figure 3. Augmented chain
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Let us now consider the general case. We propose two
ways of inserting new packets, which are equally resistant
to bursty packet loss. Our first structure is described in
figure . The hash of each new packet is appended both
to the packet preceding it and to the packet from the original chain following it. This structure is very easy to implement, but has the drawback that the maximum number of hashes appended to a packet grows linearly with
(although observe that the average number of hashes appended is
). This simple structure is well suited for
small values of .
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Figure 5. Recursive insertions for augmented
chains
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Figure 4. A simple way of inserting additional
packets
We now present a more complex structure for which
is constant. This is our main scheme. We refer to it as
augmented chains and will analyze it in detail below.
We define recursively how to insert an (even) number of
new packets in the original chain. The starting point is the
structure proposed in the bottom part of Figure , which
indicates how to insert two new packets ( and ) between
the packets of the original chain ( and .)
Now to insert packets between and , we proceed
recursively (see Figure 5.) We first insert two new packets
and as above, then insert two more packets and
between and in exactly the same way that and were
inserted between and . This process is generalized in
a straightforward way to insert any even number of new
packets.
Characteristics of augmented chains: The family of
augmented chains is well-defined: all the
are
acyclic. The maximum number of hashes appended to any

packet is constant (
), and the average number of
hashes appended to a packet is
.
Sender: Augmented chain
can be executed by a
sender who buffers packets and has a hash buffer of capacity
. Indeed, the hashes of the
inner
packets must now be stored in addition to the hashes
corresponding to packets in the main chain.
Receiver:
and
. Indeed,
let us consider the impact of the
new packets for the
receiver. The first
of those are linked together and can
be processed at the cost of remembering one extra hash
only. But they also carry the hashes of the
last inner
packets, bringing the total number of hashes that must be
stored in the buffer to
.
Resistance to loss:
The first step is to observe that packets newly inserted between two packets of the original chain are reachable from
either of these chain packets. Now let us consider a burst
of loss. Let
and
be the packets in the outer chain
immediately preceding and succeeding the burst. All the
packets between
and the start of the burst are reachable from . Similarly, all the packets between the end
of the burst and are reachable from . Thus the whole
chain remains authenticable as long as is connected in
the outer chain to a packet beyond . This is always the
case if
. In the next section we prove that
this value of is optimal.
To parametrize our construction on the resources available to the sender, we can rewrite the equation as
. Recall that and are respectively the sizes of
the packet and the hash buffer on the sender size. If the
server can distribute available memory between a buffer
for hashes and a buffer for packets, is maximal when the
memory is equally allocated between these two buffers.
In practice, if a hash is
bytes and a packet
bytes,
one would expect
. Of course, other considerations might come into play when deciding on the respective sizes of the hash and the packet buffer.

3.3. Comparison with other schemes
We compare our scheme with those proposed by Wong
and Lam in [9]. Recall that the schemes of [9] come in

three basic flavors, depending on how packets are organized into groups. Figure summarizes these three options.
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opening a special communication channel for authentication (a costly solution,) authentication data must be embedded within the stream itself, conforming to protocols
for sending and receiving streams that were not designed
to allow authentication. A number of techniques for embedding authentication data in the stream are described
in [4]: water-marking, use of a USER-DATA section in
MPEG audio or video, etc... These techniques offer either
very little space, or offer space at the cost of degrading the
quality of the data.
We expect that the low computation and communication overhead of our schemes will make them useful in a
variety of applications.

4. Proof of optimality

...........................
Tree (full)
Figure 6. The schemes of Wong and Lam
For our comparison, we consider a stream divided into
groups (called sequences in our scheme) of
packets. A
single digital signature is generated by the sender and verified by the receiver for each group. We use the following
measures to compare our scheme with others:
Hash: the total number of hashes computed by the
sender(The number is the same for the receiver.)
Overhead: the overhead per packet in bytes.
Loss: the type of loss that the scheme resists.
Delay: the delay on the receiver side (in number of
packets) before authentication is possible.
Scheme
WL star
WL tree(2 levels)
WL tree(full)
Augmented chain

Hash
17
21
31
16

Overhead
340
160
120
43

Loss
any
any
any
bursts

Delay
0
0
0
16

Applications
The family of augmented chains is a highly efficient
authentication scheme for streams, with obvious applications in settings where computational and communication
resources are limited, and where there is no guarantee that
all packets will be delivered.
Even where network bandwidth is not scarce, the low
communication overhead possible with our scheme may
be crucially important for the following reason. Short of

We show here that the constructions of the previous section offer optimal resistance to bursty packet loss for authenticated streams, given the resources available to the
sender and the receiver.
Let us start with a simple observation. If authentication
is to be possible when packets may get lost, the hash of
each packet must be stored in at least two distinct locations
inside the stream. This implies that the average number of
hashes appended to each packet can not be less than .
Our scheme achieves this lower bound (
.)
We now turn to the proof that augmented chains are optimally resistant to bursty packet loss given the resources
allocated to the sender. We must first introduce some notations. We define the scope of a packet
with the following two variables:
Forward scope:
is the maximum of
over all
indices
for which there exists a directed edge from
to . If there is no such , set
.
Backward scope:
is the maximum of
over
all indices
for which there exists a directed path
from
to
. If there is no such , set
. Observe that a periodic scheme
is executable by
a sender who buffers packets if and only if for all ,
for all
.
A periodic scheme is executable by a sender with a
hash buffer of capacity (resp of average capacity ) if
and only if for all and for all
, there are
nodes (resp. on average nodes)
for which either:
and
.
and
.
Indeed, the hash of packet
must be present in the hash
buffer over the interval
. The condition expresses that the buffer may contain at most hashes
at node .
Lemma 4.1

In particular for a node without back-edges (that is,
),
Proof Let
. Now consider the interval
. We show that any
directed path from
to the signature
goes through
at least one node of . Thus the disappearance of in a
burst of length
leaves the signature unreachable from
which proves the lemma.
Now let
be a path from
to . By definition
of
, for all we have
. Let be
the maximum index such that for all
we have
.
with
.
Then
.

4.1. Optimal

with constraints on

and

We have shown that augmented chain
can sustain
a burst of length up to
. The following proposition
shows that this is the maximum possible for a scheme that
can be executed by a sender who buffers packets and has
a hash buffer of capacity
.
Proposition 4.2 Let be an authentication scheme that
can be executed by a sender who buffers packets and
has a hash buffer of capacity . Then if
we have
, and if
we have

Proof
Let
be the period of . Let us consider a sequence of nodes
We consider
the subsequence of nodes which have no back-edges:
Observe that
since the
sender buffers at most packets. Now let
be the index (or one of the indexes if there are several) for which
is maximal.
We consider the
nodes without back-edges
preceding
. By lemma 4.1

At least one of those nodes cannot have any forward
edge extending beyond
, for otherwise the hash buffer
would contain
hashes at point
.
Therefore

Since for all ,
,
If we consider the expression above as a function of
,
the maximum is obtained for
. But remember that we also require
So if
we have
, and if
we have

4.2. Structure of optimal schemes.
In fact, the proof of Proposition 4.2 reveals the structure
that a scheme must have in order to maximize . The following definition will help expose this structure. We say
that a directed acyclic graph on nodes
has
the extremity property if for all
(
) the following two conditions hold:
There exists a directed path from to
included in
the interval
There exists a directed path form to
included in
the interval
Proposition 4.3 Let be an authentication scheme which
can be executed by a sender who buffers packets and has
a hash buffer of size . If
is maximal, then
has
the following structure:
Nodes without back-edges are regularly spaced, at intervals of nodes.
The subgraph of
between two consecutive nodes
without back-edges has the extremity property.
Proof Follows directly from the proof of proposition
.

5. Alternate models
In this section we argue that our model for stream authentication is robust, in the sense that our constructions
remain close to optimally resistant to bursty packet loss
under slightly different assumptions.
We study first what happens if we constrain the average
capacity (rather than the maximum capacity) of the buffer
available to the sender to store hashes. For a sender servicing several clients in parallel, the average memory requirement of each connection over time might be a more meaningful measure than the maximum capacity required by
each connection. We prove in section 5.1 that the longest
burst a sequence can sustain in this setting is essentially
the same.
In section 5.2, we consider the problem of maximizing
, the length of the average longest burst of loss that an
authenticated sequence can sustain (here, the average is
taken over the locations where the burst may start.) Assuming that network loss is not malicious, it makes sense
to maximize the longest burst that can be sustained on average. We prove that the longest average burst a sequence
can sustain is close to the longest worst-case burst, and
that our constructions remain close to optimally resistant
to bursty packet loss.

5.1. Hash buffer of average capacity.
Proposition 5.1 Let be a scheme that can be executed
by a sender who buffers packets and has a hash buffer
of average capacity . If
, we have
. If

, we have

.

This result should be compared with Proposition 4.2.
The bounds we get when we constrain the maximum capacity of the hash buffer (
) and when
we constrain the average capacity (
)
are on a similar order of magnitude. We start the proof of
Proposition 5.1 with the following lemma:

So finally

Lemma 5.2 Let
be a scheme of period , that can
be executed by a sender who buffers packets and has
a hash buffer of average capacity . Let
be
any sequence of consecutive nodes of
. We have

that we also require

Proof
In section 4 we proved that the hash of
must be present in the hash buffer over the interval
which is of length
.
Taking the average over a period of the scheme, we get the
lemma.
Proof (proposition 5.1) Let be the period of . We
consider consecutive nodes
. At least
of
those nodes have no back-edges, say
. Now
by lemma 4.1:

If we consider the expression above as a function of ,
the maximum is obtained for
. But remember
So if

.
we have

, and if

we have

5.2. Optimal
Proposition 5.3 Let be a scheme that can be executed
by a sender who buffers packets and can store an average of hashes in memory. Then
This result should be compared with Proposition 4.2
and Proposition 5.1. It turns out that the optimal value
for is not far from the optimal value for .
Proof Let be the period of . We consider consecutive packets
. Necessarily
and so by
lemma 4.1,

Since by lemma 5.2

So
We have

But for all

,

, and so
Since by lemma 5.2

We must now give a lower bound for
. For
any node between
and
,
. Taking the sum over all nodes between
and
gives
. Finally summing over all intervals, we get

But

and therefore:

, we have

6. Implementation
We have implemented our constructions as plug-ins to
the RealSystem platform from Real Networks [10] to authenticate audio and video streams.
RealSystem consists of a streaming server and many
client RealAudio players. The server itself consists of a
core and many supporting modules which are responsible
for reading files, packetizing data, adding transport headers and so on.
Our implementation replaces the file-format plug-in.
This plug-in is responsible for providing the server core
with packetized data that contain authentication information.

The file-format plug-in can be controlled through a configuration file. This file specifies how often signatures are
computed and for testing purposes, how often a burst of
packet loss occurs. In our example configuration we set
(the number of packets buffered on the sender
side,) and computed signatures every 49 packets. Figure
7 shows the state of a player after a signature has verified.
Figure 8 shows the state after a signature verification fails.

client requests “demo.rm.apf ”. Appending our own extension allows our plug-in to dynamically determine the
original rendering plug-in for the requested stream.
It should be noted that without our plug-in a player is
unable to play streams with embedded authentication information.
The plug-ins and source code are available for download from [11].

7. Conclusion
We propose a new stream authentication scheme. In
contrast to existing solutions, our scheme resists random
packet loss rather than worst-case packet loss. We prove
that our construction is optimally resistant to bursty packet
loss given the resources available to the sender and the receiver, and has the lowest possible communication overhead.
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